Effect of oscillating fluid shear on solute transport in cortical bone.
The consequences of an oscillatory fluid shear mechanism on nutrient transport in bone during physical activity and ultrasonic therapy are discussed. During movement, periodic stress on bone creates transient pressure gradients that circulate interstitial fluid through calcified bone. A transport model derived from oscillatory Taylor-Aris dispersion phenomena was used to predict a ratio of effective-to-molecular diffusivity, K/D, for solutes of varying sizes up to 50 nm in diameter, in pores filled with interstitial fluid and pericellular matrix. The magnitude of the estimated transport enhancement depended on the molecular size, pore dimension, applied frequency and the displacement of the fluid during pressurization. For oscillation frequencies and amplitudes corresponding to those experienced during normal human activity, transport enhancements of up to 100 fold are expected for molecules larger than 5 nm in diameter. Enhancements of up to one order of magnitude, due to ultrasound stimulations in the MHz frequency range, are also expected for 7-nm-sized solutes. No effects are anticipated for ions, whose molecular diffusion time is too fast relative to the oscillation frequency. This model is expected to be useful for understanding differences in bone growth as a function of type of movement or to develop new physical therapies.